
Get Familiar with NTI’s Trinity Tx Boilers and Combi
Boilers!

As a pioneer of hydronic technologies, NY Thermal Inc. is constantly pushing the boundaries of
efficiency and comfort. Their Trinity Tx line of modulating-condensing boilers and combi boilers is
an excellent example of their ability to bring together features that improve the lives of both
homeowners and contractors. The Trinity Tx is designed for quick installation, easy servicing, and
superior comfort.

To understand part of what makes NTI, and the Tx, so special, you need to know what goes into
every NTI boiler that leaves the factory. Like most hydronic companies, NTI live fires every boiler
that they make. What sets NTI apart from other manufacturers are the extra steps that they take.
NTI’s state-of-the-art heat exchangers are all pressure tested and their gas valves are hand
calibrated individually, instead of done digitally by the batch. They also offer technical support
seven days a week. That personal touch means that you can always feel at ease installing an NTI
boiler.

There’s a lot to love about the Trinity Tx, but the headline features are a 94% AFUE rating and an
8:1 turndown ratio. Between the high efficiency rating and the exceptional modulation, your
customers will be paying less for heating and using less heating, allowing them to double down on
the savings. At the heart of every Trinity Tx is a durable ferritic stainless steel heat exchanger
providing high-efficiency heat transfer.

The Tx also offers plenty to love for contractors. The advanced controller places high-level functions
at your fingertips and provides diagnostics and troubleshooting to eliminate trial-and-error
servicing. It also features a pre-wired packaged assembly and easy universal vent connections to
streamline setup.

Tx boilers are available in sizes ranging from 57,000 BTU to 199,000 BTU, with combi boiler options
at the 151,000 and 199,000 BTU sizes. NTI’s Tx combi boilers feature a low loss primary loop
manifold and an internal circulator. They also include upgraded logic for the controller which allows
you to set up domestic hot water priority and preheating options.

Between NTI’s personal touch and their advanced technology, there are plenty of reasons to get
excited about the Trinity Tx lineup of boilers and combi boilers. If you’d like to order one today, just
contact your local Able Distributors branch!
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